5th Beauty in Biology Art Competition

Eligibility: LUC undergraduate or graduate students in any major, as well as alumni.

Collaboration between science majors and artists is encouraged.

Submission deadline: April 1st, 2016*

1st Prize: $1000.00

Information: Please request the formal, detailed announcement from Prof. Bill Rochlin (see below).

*Please email Prof. Bill Rochlin, wrochli@luc.edu, and provide an estimate of the anticipated size of your work by March 1, 2016 (though fall semester is preferred).

Where Echoes Live
Julie Muller
Winner, 4th BnB competition, April 2015

What do you want from me?
Magdalena Mokrzycka
Winner, 1st BnB competition, April 2012

Please check out the other works in the Biology Art Stream Gallery on the first floor of the Quinlan LSB, in the hallway outside the auditorium.